
Positive action
Last time, we talked about the importance of keeping a positive outlook. At least as
important as keeping a positive frame of mind is to take positive action.

Perhaps taking positive action is even more important. The world is full of people with
negative and positive attitudes, but it's the people who take positive action that really
change the world for the better.

Tony Robbins, in one of his taped programs available from Nightingale-Conant, talks
about positive thinking in this way: he refers to thinking positive as looking at the garden
and saying to yourself "There's no weeds, there's no weeds, there's no weeds." To rid
the garden of the weeds that are there, you have to take positive action...like my mother-
in-law the master gardener, you've got to pull the weeds up, burn them out, or poison
them.

It's that way with our lives, as well. We all have weeds in our personalities. We all have
weeds in our daily lives. It's up to us to take the positive action to change our lives...to
pull the weeds that live in our mannerisms, our habits, our jobs, and the many parts of
ourselves.

What's the first step? As always, choose the one thing that makes the most difference,
and start to work on that. Work on it a little bit at a time, or, if it's possible, change it all at
once, with radical, immediate change.

By choosing the one thing that makes the most difference to you, the positive changes
you make will impact your life many times more than if you piddle around with little
problems.

Hate your job? Change it! Either re-invent your career, or find a new one. Hate your
weight? Change it! Stop eating those donuts for breakfast! Is your lack of education the
thing that's most standing in the way of your success? Or is it a lack of motivation, or
lack of time-management skills? Is it a bad habit, or a good one that you just haven't
started yet? What's the one project that would make the most difference to your life?
Who's the one person, aside from yourself, who means the most to you? What's one
thing you would accomplish, if you had all the money and time in the world?

Identify your first step, and then take positive, concentrated, consistent, sustained action
until you make that step and recast yourself into a person where a positive mental
attitude and positive action is second nature.
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